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She Has a Dream!
All About Téa
Téa is a senior elementary education major that is from the
kingdom of Western Illinois University.
When Téa is not in class she can commonly be found helping others
out, on her floor talking to residents, or in the library working on
school work. Three things Téa loves (other than NRHH) are her dog
Rusty, being outdoors, and doing crafts!
Téa’s dream is to attend graduate school for student affairs in
higher education, and to one day be employed at as a Student
Affairs professional.
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Service to the Kingdom and Beyond
Involvement at Western Illinois University and beyond
Current Engagements:
Resident Assistant
NRHH – VP of Strategic
Communication
Western Courier Writer

Conference Attendance

Leatherneck Success Team

GLACURH 2017 - Delegate

Math Education Tutor

GLACURH 2018 - Delegate

University Conduct Board

GLACURH 2019 – CC

Honors College

IRHA 2018 – Delegate
IRHA 2019 – IRHA Board, CITS

NACURH 2019- CC
GLACURH 2019 - CC

Other State or Regional
Involvement:
GLACURH OTM Selection Committee
(Past)
GLACURH Philantropy Committee
(Present)
Will be Co-Presenting a GLAURH-U
Program at RBC
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IRHA 2020 Conference Chair

VP of Community Service and Outreach
(Spring 2018-Spring 2019)
In Spring of 2018, Téa moved on to serve on executive board as the
VP of Community Service and Outreach. In this position, Téa was
the one planning and facilitating the NRHH capstone event
“Dodgeball for Diabetes”. Téa found a way to revamp this program
and make it run more fluidly than in years past. In addition, Téa
orchestrated a brand new event, New Life for Old Bags. Téa
Worked diligently on this event for most of the year, and the event
was extremely successful. NRHH was able to collect over 5,000
plastic bags to be recycled into sleeping mats for those in need. In
addition to these two major events, Téa also made NRHH members
aware of service events around campus, designed t-shirts and
advertisements, served on the campus OTM selection committee,
served on the NRHH application review committee, and worked
with others to revise the NRHH constitution at WIU.
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VP of Strategic Communication (Spring 2019-Present)
Currently, Téa serves as the VP of Strategic Communication, where
she acts as our chapters CC, Recognition Chair, and organizes all
NRHH Education. This year, Téa has taken even more steps to
bettering the NRHH chapter at WIU. Téa brought the idea back
from NACURH to restructure meetings to improve chapter
retention. Téa has worked with the rest of the executive board to
restructure NRHH meetings, so that meetings now alternate
between service and recognition. In addition, Téa has put together
resources on OTMs for our chapter and conducted an entire
presentation and OTM workshop during our first recognition
meeting this year. For our first service meeting of the year, Téa
suggested that the tie-blankets we were making be donated to the
WIRC, for survivors of domestic violence, in honor of domestic
violence awareness month. Téa has also prepared an educational on
the history and important of NRHH and NACURH and is working
on creating a structured education initiative for members. Finally,
Téa promoted GLACURH from a completely new angle and helped
increase the number of applications.
Téa has also demonstrated her
dedication to IRHA through taking
the initiative to bring IRHA to WIU
this year. She has been working
endlessly to get the IRHA 2020
ready since last year in her position
as Conference Chair. Téa’s passion
for NRHH and IRHA shines
5 brightly with diamond love.

Surrounded by Diamond Love!

When Téa became a member of the Caroline Grote Chapter of
NRHH in Spring of 2017, it was evident that she had found her
home.
Surrounded by diamond love, Téa jumped into learning about
NRHH and volunteering to help with events, volunteer work, and
getting more involved so she could make the chapter as successful as
ever! Téa has been recognized by her fellow NRHH members many
times through receiving 2 NRHH Outstanding Leadership and
Service Pins, and one Personal Impact Pin in addition to receiving
the honor of NRHH member of the month many times. Téa has
been very involved and dedicated as NRHH-CC!
Téa embodies what NRHH and IRHA stands for in every way, both
in her time at NRHH and in her everyday life!
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Resources

Pascal. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.khwiki.com/Pascal.
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